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Nowadays, it has been noted that using the application of data mining techniques for predicting the outbreak of 
the disease has been permitted in the health institutions which have relative opportunities for conducting the 
treatment of diseases. The main target of this paper is to develop a hybrid based classification and regression 
model for diseases outbreak prediction in datasets. In this view, the mixture of FT, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes 
Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic and Bayesian Logistic Regression are applied to develop this hybrid 
model. Accordingly, in hybrid model from this paper there is a core achievements of getting an enhancement as 
the results described from experiments for combination of more than one Algorithms or methods classifier 
models discovered that some Algorithms  can boost or enhance others through hybrid so that  they become more 
strong significant basing on the accuracy of 100% as output results from hybrid training  and  with the  accuracy 
of 75% as output results  from hybrid evaluation and based on other  metrics measurement described on tables 
4.1,4.2 and figures 4.1,4.2. 
Keywords: Classification; Regression; Hybrid Model; disease outbreak prediction. 
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1.  Introduction 
Most of human beings seem to want to predict the future. However, it is a natural human desire but “It’s hard to 
make predictions, especially about the future” [10]. Over the past years and today, there has been a rapid 
technological improvement in Computer Science which has led to the evolution and development of data mining 
technologies in the health sector for the purposes of hidden pattern discovery such as disease prediction, 
detection, forecasting which has a paramount in health decision-making. Thus, with the aging population on the 
rise in developed countries and the increasing cost of healthcare, governments and large health organizations are 
becoming very interested in the potential of health informatics to save time, money and human lives [8].  
Normally, early prediction mechanisms are critical in reducing the impact of epidemics and preventing the 
epidemics from becoming unmanageable by making a rapid response. For example, the cholera epidemic killed 
over 100,000 people worldwide and sickened 35 million people during the year 2010 (Enserink, 2010). Some 
researchers estimated that 17 million people die of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) every year [7]. 
The majority of researchers such as [4] revealed that during 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa was the 
longest, largest and deadliest and the most complex ever witnessed globally. The Ebola virus disease (EVD) 
epidemic in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone was the longest, largest, deadliest and the most complex and 
challenging. Ebola outbreak in history, it was unprecedented in terms of its duration, size of infections and 
fatality, and geographical spread unlike the past outbreaks which lasted for a very short time, the West African 
Ebola case has lasted for more than one year and has not yet fully abated. As at 11th February 2015, there were 
22,859 EVD cases in total: 3,044 in Guinea, 8,881 in Liberia, and 10,934 in Sierra Leone – with a cumulative 
death of 9,162 victims.  
By explanation, an outbreak or an epidemic is the occurrence of a health-related event (illness, disease 
complications, and health-related behavior) clearly in excess of the normal expectancy. An epidemic may 
include any kind of disease, including noninfectious conditions. There is no general rule about the number of 
cases that must exist for an outbreak to be considered an epidemic. Rather, an epidemic exists when the number 
of cases exceeds that of what is expected on the basis of past experience for a given population. For example, 
one case of smallpox would constitute an outbreak. There is no rule on geographic extent. An outbreak could be 
in only one area or in several countries. When an epidemic spreads in several countries, usually affecting many 
people, it is called a pandemic. Most flu epidemics that occur during the winter are pandemics. AIDS is 
considered a pandemic disease. An outbreak may encompass any time period. It may last a few hours (bacterial 
food poisoning), a few weeks (hepatitis) or several years (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, or AIDS) [3].  
Fortunately, the disease outbreak prediction models are increasingly gaining popularity since these models are 
developed to predict the disease outbreaks which are becoming common increasingly worldwide.  Moreover, 
medical data mining has a great potential for exploring the hidden patterns in the data sets of the medical 
domain. These patterns can be utilized for clinical diagnosis and predictions. Even though the available raw 
medical data are widely distributed, there is heterogeneous in nature and voluminous. These data need to be 
collected in an organized form. This collected data can be then integrated to form a hospital information system. 
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Data mining technology provides a user-oriented approach to the novel and discovers hidden patterns in the data 
[1]. 
Recently, the huge amount of data being collected and stored in databases or dataset format has recently 
increased due to the advancements of interest to researchers in data mining, machine learning, pattern 
recognition, databases, statistics, artificial intelligence, knowledge acquisition for modeling ultimate purposes.   
The researcher [2] has discussed in the knowledge discovery and data mining (KDD), he stated that KDD is an 
interdisciplinary area focusing upon methodologies for extracting useful knowledge from data. Again the term 
knowledge discovery in databases or KDD for short refers to the broad process of finding knowledge in data and 
emphasizes the "high-level" application of particular data mining methods. The unifying goal of the KDD 
process is to extract knowledge from data in the context of large databases. Applications of data mining have 
already been proven to provide benefits to many areas of medicine including diagnosis, prognosis, and 
treatment. 
There are various data mining algorithms for disease predictions such as classification or regression. Despite 
these models, some are used as a single model. The mixture of classification and regression are possible to 
establish a hybrid model that can predict the diseases outbreaks on specific datasets reflecting on previously 
learned information from historical data with accuracy approach.  
Therefore, the main purpose of this paper is to develop a hybrid based classification and regression model in the 
diseases outbreak prediction in datasets where it has been observed that some of the single data mining 
techniques have the weakness of accuracy. Therefore, this research paper is showing that the hybridization 
model should overcome the single model’s weakness by combining more than one technique where FT, 
Random Forest, Naïve Bayes Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic and Bayesian Logistic Regression are 
combined to achieve a Hybrid Based Classification and Regression Model for Predicting Disease Outbreak in 
Dataset with high accuracy as highlighted and described in the next blocks such as  experiment tables 4.1,4.2 
and figures 4.1,4.2 
2. Dataset  
With the respect of developing and testing a hybrid based classification and regression model for diseases 
outbreak prediction in dataset, for having an effectiveness of the proposed hybrid model, Malaria outbreak 
Dataset is applied where the dataset is one of the most important factors which can influence the success or 
failure of outbreak prediction model as cited and used by [15].  
The data was collected from different sources like National Vector Borne Disease Control Program, Pune and 
Meteorological data from Indian Meteorological Department, Pune. Duration of data is from 2011 to 2014. 
Table 3.1 shows Malaria Outbreak Disease Dataset used for model training and testing and other parameters  
used such as Average monthly rainfall, Temperature, Humidity, Total number of positive cases, Total number of 
Plasmodium Falciparum(pF) cases and outbreak occurs in binary values Yes or No 
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Table 2.1: Malaria Outbreak Disease Dataset 
Max.Temperature  Min.Temperature  
Avg. 
Humidity Rainfall  Positive  pf  Outbreak 
29 18 49.74 0 2156 112 No 
34 23 83.27 15.22 10717 677 Yes 
40 23 50.74 0 1257 127 No 
34 24 59.16 9.06 4198 211 No 
34 27 73.23 0 11808 712 Yes 
31 24 88.77 41.4 10881 648 Yes 
33 24 77.94 23.88 8830 459 Yes 
31 24 84.57 11.15 9693 482 No 
36 24 53.4 2.12 9310 549 No 
32 23 57.5 0 13154 838 Yes 
34 18 59.4 0 2197 136 No 
42 24 49.43 2.19 3362 213 No 
45 32 34.74 0.38 416 26 No 
43 28 69.07 4.65 7514 410 No 
33 23 80.97 6.92 10990 390 Yes 
32 24 87.32 11.92 6536 338 No 
40 27 63.97 0 11169 776 Yes 
39 25 47.52 0 8131 312 No 
36 26 72.78 3.54 5138 213 No 
31 23 73.35 4.97 10659 612 Yes 
30 23 86.81 7.21 9041 418 No 
30 22 78.8 3.12 11265 404 Yes 
33 22 73.71 1.75 9233 212 No 
       
 
3. Proposed Model Framework  
As the aim of this paper is to develop a hybrid based classification and regression model for diseases outbreak 
prediction in datasets, the researchers stated that the mining patients’ data to predict outbreak diseases or to 
make a decision by using patients’ personal and medical information, it requires steps to be followed [11]. In 
this research, the steps for proposed model are as shown in figure 3.1. Generally, before building a hybrid model 
as prediction model and using it for predicting purposes, primarily it is needed to decide which learning 
algorithm should be used to construct the model. Thus, the predictive performance of the learning scheme 
should be determined, especially for future data. However, this step is often neglected and the resultant 
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prediction model may not be reliable [6]. The major contribution of this study is to develop an effective hybrid 
based classification and regression model for predicting outbreak diseases in the dataset. As noted [18] that the 
literature analysis is a systematic examination of a problem, by means of an analysis of published sources, 
undertaken with a specific purpose in mind so that in the context of this study, literature analysis was conducted 
with the two objectives in mind: (i) to develop the hybrid prediction model framework for outbreak diseases, 
and (ii) to validate the developed model for superiority. The following ways have been done to achieve the 
above-mentioned objectives (i), literature analysis was conducted in order to identify the existing data mining 
prediction model framework for outbreak diseases and determine how these models can be collectively used in 
outbreak diseases prediction. On the other hand, objective (ii) was achieved by performing comprehensive 
literature analysis for the purpose of establishing a benchmark for evaluating the superiority of the developed 
framework. Therefore, the framework for this research consists of some phases as detailed in figure 3.1. As the 
conceptual framework for model proposed. 
 
 
The steps undertaken to apply data mining algorithms shown in figure 3.1 are presented as follows 
i. Creating the Datasets 
In the view of the data mining prediction model establishment, the first layer is to obtain real datasets through 
data collection where the data can be sourced from healthcare organizations such as hospitals, laboratories, and 
Figure 3.1: Proposed Framework Model Proposed 
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medical centers. For this work, Malaria outbreak Dataset was used and consists of parameters like Average 
monthly rainfall, Temperature, Humidity, Total number of positive cases, Total number of Plasmodium 
Falciparum(pF) cases and outbreak occur in binary values Yes or No. This Malaria dataset was cited and used 
by [15] and from different sources like National Vector Borne Disease Control Program, Pune and 
Meteorological data from Indian Meteorological Department and Pune with Duration of data from 2011 to 2014.  
ii. Data Preprocessing  
As noticed by [11] that the second step encloses transforming and preprocessing of data. Data collected from 
healthcare organizations obtained into one single form understandable by data mining tool. Data comes from 
different resources each with its own different form. This different form of data needs transformation and 
preprocessing. This transformation and preprocessing consists of the data cleaning, matching, combining, 
removing noisy and relevant Data and Standardization. Moreover, in this step involves transforming the data, 
normalization of data, and removal of noise. In the specified records that should be considered as available 
records, all tuples were checked to make sure that there are no missing attributes.  
iii. Cleaned Dataset 
In this layered view, after data preprocessing the data should be kept in special database place for ready to be 
applied in model training. Also, it is considered as the third step where it consists of data storage process. In data 
storage, transformed data or cleaned data are stored in a single database with the same format considered as a 
cleaned dataset. So, these data can be used to apply data mining techniques on. 
iv. Selection the DM Techniques for prediction  
After data cleaning, the next step is to select the specific algorithms to be applied due to the availability of 
different techniques such as association, clustering, regression, and classification, etc. But the mixture of FT, 
Random Forest, Naïve Bayes Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic and Bayesian Logistic Regression for 
regression and classification is considered in this research.   
Generally, before elaborating a prediction model and implementing it, there is a need of deciding which learning 
algorithm should be used to construct the model. Thus, the predictive performance of the learning scheme 
should be determined, especially for future data usage. However, this step is often neglected and so the resultant 
prediction model may not be reliable [17]. The algorithms are clarified where the mixture of FT, Random 
Forest, Naïve Bayes Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic and Bayesian Logistic Regression for 
classification and regression should be considered as the ultimate logarithm in this hybrid model.  
v. Hybrid Model Training 
In the research[16] author showed that classifiers rely on being trained before they can reliably be used on new 
data. The more instances the classifier is exposed to the training phase because the more reliable it will be, it 
will have more experience. However, once trained, we would like to test the classifier too, means that the results 
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accuracy works perfectly.  
As clarified in the problem statement, the main objective is to enhance prediction model by applying the 
amalgamation of more than one algorithm called classification and regression so that there is a mixture of FT, 
Random Forest, Naïve Bayes Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic and Bayesian Logistic Regression. 
Furthermore, the hybrid model should be trained using some of classification and regression which is the 
mixture of FT, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic and Bayesian Logistic 
Regression as known and observed in the other work done. The classification and regression as the mixture of 
FT, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic and Bayesian Logistic Regression 
should be chosen as two techniques which should be used to form a real model to predict an outbreak 
efficiently. Reflecting on most of the successful data mining, machine learning technique is in traditional 
prediction or forecasting practical application. Also, this layer can consider as Data analysis because, after data 
storage, next phase is model construction through data analysis. Data analysis is a most important phase in this 
proposed model. It encloses the following the procedure: First, It includes applying data mining techniques 
algorithms on patients’ data being loaded the dataset into weka data mining tool and computer accuracy and 
efficiency results of algorithms in terms of producing a stronger algorithm that can be paramount to the doctors, 
physicians, and health professional etc. To predict diseases outbreak and help them to make decisions for 
patients’ data and to have a spirit of the future trends plans. 
vi. Model Testing  
This paper[14] presented explained that, in terms of predicting the performance of a classifier on new data, the 
assessment of its error rate on an independent test set that played no part in the formation of the classifier. The 
common method of predicting the error rate of a learning technique is to use stratified 10-fold cross-validation. 
In this view, data should be divided randomly into 10 parts in which the class is represented in approximately 
the same proportions as in the full dataset. Each part is held out in turn and the learning scheme trained on the 
remaining nine-tenths; then its error rate is calculated on the holdout set. Thus the learning procedure has 
executed a total of 10 times on different training sets. Finally, the 10 error estimates are averaged to yield an 
overall error estimate [14]. For achieving the research objectives, 10-fold cross-validation is paramount, the k-
fold cross-validation is used for accuracy, validity, and reliability, where the result of the model is tested using 
the test dataset and compared based on their accuracy, and the best performing model. 
vii. Knowledge representation 
After the success of the hybrid model generation named a hybrid of classification and regression, the publication 
should be done for allowing the user to have insights on it. 
4. Experiments Results 
The core objectives of the experiments are to develop and test a hybrid based classification and a regression 
model for diseases outbreak prediction in datasets. This part section starts by detailing the experiment and 
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results of the hybrid model proposed in this. 
4.1 Experiment1: Model Training (Malaria outbreak Dataset) 
The experiment of combining FT, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic and 
Bayesian Logistic Regression. 
Table 4.1: Experiment Performance Evaluation for Malaria outbreak Training Dataset 
 
 
Table 4.1 shows the description of the model's parameter and type of values accuracy and other performance 
measures results from processed experiment 1 of applying the selected methods and proposed hybrid methods as 
follows: 
FT methods; showing that this classifier performs badly where the classifier accuracy is only 63.64% and also it 
has TPR 0.636 and FPR 0.636 respectively, precision 0.405, recall 0.636, f-measure0.495 and ROC 0.5 results. 
This shows the impact of hybridization, the overall results in Table 4.1 indicates that hybrid method has a good 
and proved obvious improvement in predictive accuracy over some of the single methods. 
Random Forest method; showing that it is also good accuracy where it classifies correctly about 100% of the 
data; its precision, recall, and f-measure are high as well. And also it has TPR 0 and FPR 1 respectively, 
precision 1, recall 1, f-measure 1 and ROC 1. In Naïve Bayes Multinomial Method(s); showing that it is also 
good accuracy where it classifies correctly about 90.91 % of the data; its precision, recall, and f-measure are 
high as well. And also it has TPR 0.909 and FPR 0.052 respectively, precision 0.927, recall 0.909, f-measure 
0.911 and ROC 0.951. In SMO classifier; Showing that it is also good accuracy where it classifies correctly 
about 90.91 % of the data; its precision, recall, and f-measure are high as well. And also it has TPR 0.909 and 
FPR 0.052 respectively, precision 0.927, recall 0.909, f-measure 0.911 and ROC 0.929. In IB1 Method(s); 
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Showing that it is also good accuracy where it classifies correctly about 100 % of the data; its precision, recall, 
and f-measure are high as well. And also it has TPR 0 and FPR 1 respectively, precision 1, recall 1, f-measure 1 
and ROC 1. In Simple logistic Method(s); Showing that it is also good accuracy where it classifies correctly 
about 100 % of the data; its precision, recall, and f-measure are high as well. And also it has TPR 0 and FPR 1 
respectively, precision 1, recall 1, f-measure 1 and ROC 1. In Bayesian logistic regression, showing that this 
classifier performs badly where the classifier accuracy is only 36.36%, so that this shows the impact of 
hybridization the overall results in Table1 shows that hybrid methods show a good and proved obvious 
improvement in predictive accuracy over some of the single methods where it has TPR 0.364 and FPR 0.364 
respectively, precision 0.132, recall 0.364, f-measure 0.194 and ROC 0.5. In the proposed model named 
proposed Hybrid which combining FT, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic 
and Bayesian Logistic Regression, Showing that it is also good accuracy where it classifies correctly about 100 
% of the data; its precision, recall, and f-measure are high as well. And also it has TPR 0 and FPR 1 
respectively, precision 1, recall 1, f-measure 1, ROC 1. After receiving the results from training model, it is 
noticed that the majority of the methods are not good when compared to the hybrid method through voting even 
if some techniques are good But the weakness of some of them are still an issue that should be boosted or 
enhanced after being merged with others as indicated on Figure 4.1 describing the Accuracy and Performance 
Measures of the hybrid proposed model on Experiment I for Training Option using Malaria Dataset. 
 
Figure 1.1: Accuracy and Performance Measures on Training Dataset 
4.2. Experiment2:  Model Evaluation (Malaria outbreak Dataset) 
The experiment two carried out on proposed Hybrid which combining FT, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes 
Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic, and Bayesian Logistic Regression algorithms to build a predictive 
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model that named a hybrid-based classification and regression model for predicting diseases outbreak in the 
dataset, From the Experiment of testing option using Malaria Dataset all attributes were identified to make 
sound rule and better accuracy due to the WEKA machine learning environment.  
This prediction evaluation is done through 10 Fold cross-validation as a testing option using Malaria outbreak 
Dataset Test, results of the prediction are presented in Table 4.2. The following parameters are selected to 
describe prediction model classifiers done; the accuracy of the model, sensitivity (TPR), False Positive Rate, F-
measure and area under the ROC curve.  
Table 4.2:  Experiment Performance Evaluation for Malaria outbreak Dataset 
 
 
Table 4.2 considering the above numerical values labeled under each of the evaluation parameters that indicate 
the model's accuracy and other performance measures results from a processed experiment I of applying the 
selected models to gain a hybrid model as follows: 
FT methods, showing that this classifier performs badly where the classifier accuracy is only 58.33% and also it 
has TPR 0.583 and FPR 0.583 respectively, precision 0.34, recall 0.583, f-measure 0.43 and ROC 0.5 results so 
that this shows the impact of hybridization the overall results in Table 4.2 show that hybrid methods show a 
good and proved obvious improvement in predictive accuracy over some of the single methods. 
Random Forest method; showing that it is also good accuracy where it classifies correctly about 75% of the 
data; its precision, recall, and f-measure are high as well where it has TPR 0.75 and FPR 0.293 respectively, 
precision 0.75, recall 0.75, f-measure 0.744 and ROC 0.857 
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In Naïve Bayes Multinomial Method(s); Showing that it is also good accuracy where it classifies correctly about 
75% of the data; TPR 0.75 and FPR 0.236 respectively, precision 0.764, recall 0.75, f-measure 0.752 and ROC 
0.771 are high as well. In SMO classifier; showing that it is also good accuracy where it classifies correctly 
about 75% of the data; TPR 0.75, FPR 0.236 respectively, precision 0.764, recall 0.75, f-measure 0.752 and  
ROC 0.771 as well.  In IB1 Method(s); Showing that it is also good accuracy where it classifies correctly about 
67 % of the data; TPR 0.667 and FPR 0.41 respectively, precision 0.667, recall 0.667, f-measure 0.646, ROC 
0.629 are high as well. In Simple logistic Method(s); Showing that it is also good accuracy where it classifies 
correctly about 67 % of the data; TPR 0.667 and FPR 0.41 respectively, precision 0.667, recall 0.667, f-measure 
0.646, ROC 0.629 are high as well. In Bayesian logistic regression, showing that this classifier performs badly 
where the classifier accuracy is only 33%, TPR 0.333 and FPR 0.533 respectively, precision 0.152, recall 0.333, 
f-measure 0.208, ROC 0.4 so that this shows the impact of hybridization the overall results in Table 4.2 shows 
that hybrid methods show a good and proved obvious improvement in predictive accuracy over some of the 
single methods. In Hybrid algorithms; it is obvious that the combination of all methods is very accurate and 
outperformed some of other classifiers, it is classified correctly about 75%, TPR 0.6, FPR 0.143 respectively, 
precision 0.75, recall 0.6, f-measure 0.667, ROC 0.8 of the testing data as well as it has the highest performance 
measures. Based on the above results there is a notice that the majority of methods are not good when compared 
to the hybrid method, But the weakness of some techniques have removed or enhanced after to be merged with 
others. The overall results in Table 4.2 show that hybrid method has a good and obvious improvement in 
predictive accuracy over some single methods. 
 
Figure 4.2: Accuracy and Performance Measures on Testing Dataset 
Figure 4.2 shows the Accuracy and Performance Measures for proposed Hybrid which combining FT, Random 
Forest, Naïve Bayes Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic, Bayesian Logistic Regression of experiment I 
through Test Option using Malaria Dataset. 
As the results summary shown in figure 4.1 and 4.2 the overall prediction accuracy is improved by a hybrid of 
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classification and regression data mining techniques together as the proposed Hybrid which combining FT, 
Random Forest, Naïve Bayes Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic, Bayesian Logistic Regression. In the 
view of evaluating the performance of the proposed system, we have tested our approach on different datasets 
for assuring maxima performance. 
In this work Malaria, outbreak Dataset is applied for experimentation. All the experiments are implemented in 
weka developed in Java language, as Table 4.1, 4.2 shows the results of our proposed hybrid approach and 
Accuracy and Performance Measures of “Outbreak Disease Prediction hybrid Model” are presented in figure 
4.1, 4.2, for two different datasets. From this thesis work, it has been found that our proposed hybrid classifier 
generates better results in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. Therefore, the experimental results 
describing that our hybrid model is more strong efficient and maxima significance than other techniques of 
classification and regression of outbreak disease. 
According to the related work done, other researchers have been adopted  various works to solve the outbreak 
prediction diseases using single model and same malaria outbreak dataset used by this  research, a model was 
developed with the purpose as an early warning tool to identify potential outbreaks of Malaria where the two 
popular data mining classification algorithms Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN) are used for Malaria prediction using a large dataset of Maharashtra state. In this regard, the Root Mean 
Square Error (RMSE) and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) are used to measure the performance of the 
models. It is observed that performance of the model developed using SVM is more accurate than ANN [15]  
means that some methods are good than others. Therefore, the hybrid model proposed in this research sounds so 
good compared to the developed ones, the results are indicating 100% of accuracy on training and 75% of 
testing. 
Several authors including [13] have conducted on Dengue Fever Prediction research where a Data Mining 
Problem was solved through Naïve Bayesian, REP Tree, Random tree, J48 and SMO techniques, classification 
techniques to evaluate and compare their performance.  
Therefore, each model was reacted as single then the results accuracy performance was compared for looking 
the good techniques among others. Paper was toward prediction of dengue infection using WEKA Data Mining 
tool which uses five techniques of classification which are NB, SMO, J48, RT and REP tree, researcher 
concluded that NB and J48 are the top performance classifier techniques by the way that, they have achieved an 
accuracy of 92% and 88%, takes few time to run and shows ROC area=0.815, and had smallest error rate.  
Due to the numerous existing experiments as the figure 4.5 noted that, Decision tree, Naive Bayes, Neural 
network and  logistic regression were considered as popular data mining algorithms which were used to build 
the model that predicts whether an individual was being tested for HIV among adults in Ethiopia using EDHS 
2011 and so that if you check very well you have found that performance of all of the moles are not similar, 
where the current research have insight of combination of more that one algorithms for more advanced results 
[9]. 
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Figure 4.3:  Measures of model performance evaluation, Ethiopia, 2013 
In this research, with the result noted on Figure 4.3 a shows that single models have different results where the 
highest is Random tree with 96.00% and lowest is Naïve Bayes with 71.74% . Finally, Based on results tables 
4.1, 4.2 and figures 4.1, 4.2 there is a notice that the majority of methods are not good when compared to the 
hybrid method, but the weakness of some techniques should be removed or enhanced by merging more than one 
techniques. 
5. Conclusions  
In this research, a proposed hybrid based classification and regression model for diseases outbreak prediction in 
datasets were introduced to help a healthcare system firms to deliver good services to its customers by 
forecasting some outbreak diseases before spreading to more people due to the fact that it is world issue 
currently. Thus, as computer scientists are now our time to cope with it.  Consequently, to achieve the dreams of 
the study in this research a hybrid model for combining FT, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes Multinomial, SMO, 
IB1, Simple Logistic and Bayesian Logistic Regression was developed for obtaining a high accuracy of the 
results of hybrid prediction model on Malaria outbreak disease dataset. Therefore, as reported in the results of 
the proposed model, it is showing that a hybrid has a good output results than single technique applied, even if 
some of the single techniques presented a good results but others are weak so that there was a need for 
combining more than one model, therefore the weakness should be removed or enhanced by amalgamating FT, 
Random Forest, Naïve Bayes Multinomial, SMO, IB1, Simple Logistic and Bayesian Logistic Regression with 
the accuracy of 100% as output results from hybrid training and  with the  accuracy of 75% as output results 
from hybrid evaluation; hybrid is better based on all metrics measurement described in tables 4.1,4.2 and figures 
4.1,4.2. 
6. Recommendation for Future Work Directions 
This research is not the first or the last one.  So, it leaves some research gaps to other researchers for future 
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improvements.  Future works may be possible to orient their research or studies on others hybrid classification 
and regression techniques for the prediction of diseases outbreak due to the availability of classification and 
regression techniques which not covered in this research. 
Better to call upon the next generation researchers to pay attention to the hybrid supervised and unsupervised 
methods, the next research will be better by performing a deeper analysis into the outbreak diseases. Of course, 
here a simple dataset was used, so there isn’t much space for taking the frequency values into account. But it can 
be extended to a larger and more comprehensive dataset to analyze the aforementioned values.    
Finally, Further studies need to be conducted in this field to gather more information on optimal prediction of 
outbreak disease which means that it is will be necessary to transform results from Data Mining environment 
into the business environment and present them in a more comprehensible way such as using programming 
languages.  
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